Continuous Monitoring. Simplified.

Streamline Your Process and Maintain Your Authority to Operate in the Federal Cloud Environment

Built on two decades of federal technology experience, you can count on RunCyberAssurance™ to help simplify and maintain continuous authorization so you can focus on your customers.

Features

• Automated vulnerability aggregation
• Compliance package validation
• Compliance assurance dashboards
• Secure communication exchange between you and your agencies
• Adaptation to multiple cybersecurity frameworks (FedRAMP, FISMA and beyond)

Benefits

• Helps you stay responsive to agency requests
• Ensures compliance packages are complete
• Enables you to scale up and grow your customer base
• Improves response times from disclosure to remediation
• Sets the framework for continuous ATO

RunCyberAssurance™ with Noblis
THE CHALLENGE
Managing Evolving Federal Security Requirements and Agency Service-Level Agreements to Maintain Your ATO

Achieving Authority to Operate (ATO) is required when providing cloud services to government agencies. With the recent executive order putting an emphasis on cloud adoption and zero trust architecture, the stakes are higher for cloud providers. Ensuring the security of federal technology solutions requires a significant commitment. The challenge of maintaining an ATO is demonstrating continued compliance and authorization is critical to operate and grow your federal business. Once your solution has achieved authorization through the Federal Risk and Authorization Management Program (FedRAMP), you become responsible for maintaining a compliant security posture. This means:

• Scaling up your cybersecurity capability to respond to and anticipate agency needs
• Validating that your compliance package is accurate and complete
• Managing your plan of action and milestones
• Reviewing vulnerabilities
• Responding to deviations

THE SOLUTION
Noblis RunCyberAssurance

The Noblis RunCyberAssurance solution considerably reduces the time, workload and costs of gaining and maintaining cybersecurity compliance. It’s built to the latest NIST SP 800-53 controls and can easily adapt to other frameworks and offers continuous data monitoring, recording, measuring and tracking against cybersecurity requirements.

ABOUT NOBLIS
For more than 25 years, Noblis has been an innovator within the federal government, committed to solving the challenges of today and investing in the mission of tomorrow. As a nonprofit, Noblis works for the public good, bringing together the best possible capabilities, including science & technology expertise and solutions, in an environment of independence and objectivity to deliver enduring impact on federal missions.